Impromptu meeting discusses possible protest

By Marty Graham

In an impromptu meeting yesterday, called by former Student Body President Richard Rosie, thirteen seniors discussed tentative plans for revising Senior commencement exercises to include a formalized, non-violent protest to the Vietnam War.

Those present at this meeting decided to hold an open meeting today at 4pm in the La Fortune Room for all seniors who are interested in the commencement proposal.

Rosie stated yesterday that "the ad hoc body, which met today, decided on three tentative revisions for the commencement exercises on June 1st."

He stated that the first proposal is that the graduating Senior wear white armbands at the commencement ceremony. Second, that after President Nixon's Director of the Council on Urban Affairs Patrick Moynihan addresses those present at the ceremony, a student will go up, objecting to the Vietnam War, and ask Moynihan to tell Nixon how a number of Notre Dame's graduating seniors feel on the war.

"We must take the whole judicial system apart and strip away the inconsistencies. In America going to continue making confidence in its judicial system, when there are such inconsistencies in the administration of justice. True reform is only going to come when the American people understand these problems. The place of justice is not a hallowed place, but is a chamber of controversy where there is a great room for error," Siegenthaler said.

Concerning the resignation of Abe Fortas, Siegenthaler said that it was "a tragedy for him and the people that supported him."

By John Simone

Jelly Flynn of Howard Hall was injured in the leg yesterday in the Grand Prix time trials. Kim Kristoff of Cavanaugh Hall, who collided with him, explained what happened in his own words: "I was following behind him and we were making a right turn going towards the pits when one of the drivers ahead of me tried to pass Flynn. Both drivers accelerated and came too close," he said.

"When Flynn slammed on his brakes and I lashed into my path, I hit him diagonally," Kristoff said.

Flynn's leg was run over and was badly bruised. He was taken to St. Joseph's Hospital in a state of shock. However, the x-rays revealed that nothing was broken.

Both folks, chairman of the Grand Prix races, said, "I believe that if the driver had been more experienced, he might have happened if the driver had been more experienced. He got caught in heavy traffic and panicked."

Folks also commented that everyone working in the pits was required to buy a pit pass for $50 cents. The proceeds will cover the cost of the extensive insurance plan.

There are over 100 people working in the pits, and the pass must be purchased on a daily basis.

Folks also commented that everyone involved had spent hours and hours of time working, and added, "there is no reason why a driver should be inexperienced."

He also said, "we don't expect any casualties on Saturday. With the exception of today's accident, everything has been running smoothly."

With this issue the Observer concludes volume three after 137 editions. The Observer will resume service to the Notre Dame and St. Mary's community next fall on September 12 with a freshman orientation issue.
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### Stellar concert

The Student Union Social Commission is sponsoring, in conjunction with the Grand Prix weekend, a "Concert Under the Stars" this Saturday, May 17, at 8:30 on the St. Mary's Lake by Holy Cross Hall.

This is an experiment by the social commission to see whether or not the ND/SMC campus will respond to low-key, low-cost concerts. The student commission believes that the quality of concert performance can enhance student interest.

The featured performers will be The Authenticity. A group based in a state that has appeared on several times on the ND/SMC campus. The Authenticity were selected to be the closing act at the recent Collegiate Folk Festival at St. Peter's. The concert will also have performances by the best in local campus talent.

---

### Attention! Sophomore Class

**Order Your Class Rings Now**

To Place Your Order a Deposit is Required

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>1:30 to 4:30 P.M.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Travel Fares

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City Headed To</th>
<th>One Way Jet Coach Fares (in dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOSTON</td>
<td>$51.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANSAS CITY</td>
<td>$42.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PITTSBURG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOS ANGELES</td>
<td>$106.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### summer music

The Beatles may always be the ultimate group because they play the way they want and it is close to as we see it or spread it.

Great music is a passion that comes from the unconscious, perhaps from the heartbeats or from the rhythm of organs, and the least restrained the conscious has over that passion, the more alive the music is. This energy, this life is what makes you jump around, sing your fingers, or just lay your body simultaneously overwhelmed and exhilarated when you hear real music, whether it's Bach, Sly and the Family Stone, or Flatt and Scruggs. To me, good music, music that I like, is music that somehow extends from the artist's unconscious (his life force or whatever it is that drives him) and penetrates my own. That is my only absolute, and that is the one condition that I place on what is otherwise a sincere love of all music. The single condition is that I ask only for sincerity in music, and I am instinctively repelled by groups that do not write or that groups that do music for money and other sake than that which for me would be to say it's never been claimed to faith the Beatles or Hendrix or any successful popular artist considers money a mere by-product of the quest for great musical art, but that they believe in a connection between those people who make money by making music that really comes from themselves, and those people who make money by making music that they know people will pay for money. It is the distinction between the artist winning an audience, and the audience controlling the music. It is the hindrance when the audience gains control, because that creates fads and stifles free, spontaneous creativity on the part of the artist.

---

### Notre Dame Bookstore

**on-the-campus**

Where the art is in modern music

This is my swan-song: as I leave behind the all-embracing security that is Notre Dame, my own dome is running over with musical energy. The fact of the matter is that I am merely, yes, expressing my own likes and occasional dislikes. I don't know of any other concert halls that are like Notre Dame, but I think the music is there. I think the music is somewhere behind that shy front hides that beautiful absolute pride that is Notre Dame, my own dome is running over with musical energy. The fact of the matter is that I am merely, yes, expressing my own likes and occasional dislikes. I don't know of any other concert halls that are like Notre Dame, but I think the music is there.

---

**Starlight Souvenir**

**For reservations call:**

- TWA Campus Rep. Jim Mekish 382-0493
- Travel Agency in Badmin Hall
- TWA Internationale Office 232-1414

---

**ATTENTION!**

** clan and newsmen**

- Contact Chris Cheng, 325 Berlin, for details.
- Please note that some information may be outdated or incomplete.
Congent Nixon's other parts of Nixon's eight-door open for bargaining on nam. But it carefully left the already rejected many times by Vietnam conference in point attack to the first three points in troops-North Vietnamese as Viet Cong's delegation to the Communist side.

Nixon's plan dealt with Vietnam peace plan and President Nguyen Van Thieu issued a special statement warmly endorsing it. "Once again President Nixon has shown his good will in seeking serious and useful discussions with the Communist side in order to restore peace in Vietnam," Thieu said in a statement issued by his office television hookup.

Turnbull announces Judicial Board head

SBP Susan Turnbull announced that senior Barbara Orr will head the Campus Judicial Board next year.

Selected through interviews by the Executive Council of Student Government, other members of the Board include: seniors Fran Carroll, Denise Mcinerney, Mary Lou Cotroneo, Kathy Shelton.

With the abolition of Hall Judicial Boards, the Campus Board has become responsible for handling infractions of all student regulations.

In many cases, the results of the Board's deliberations were harshly criticized. Miss Orr explained that the philosophy of the Board will evolve, but that her view of the Judicial System follows the lines set by this year's Board: "A rule or law should only protect the community; if it does not do this, it is not good." Miss Orr stated,"Once again Nixon's proposals for a phased withdrawal of non-South Vietnamese troops over a 12 month period were not opposite to those of the Saigon government and were being "studied carefully."

Course evaluations

The course evaluation questionnaires that are being passed around this week are the product of the Office of Institutional Studies. Dean Devere Plunkett said that the results will be tabulated and available to the teachers in about two weeks.

The purpose of the questionnaire is to give the teacher a view of himself, and also give him some idea as to how he can improve his presentation," Plunkett said.

STUDENT UNION CALENDAR

FOR THE WEEK OF MAY 16 TO MAY 22

FRIDAY, MAY 16

6:30 pm TRI-CLASS PROM Champagne Party at Helly's Restaurant. Admission Free with Invitation. 8:00 pm STRIKE PIZZA-Prom Dinner in Malapayan Room of Stepan Center.

SATURDAY, MAY 17

8:00 am Golf: ND vs. Eastern Michigan, Western Illinois, Miami of Ohio, Central Michigan, Valparaiso, and Cincinnati.

1:00 pm Tennis: ND vs. Bradley.

1:30 pm Annual GRAND PRIX RACE IN ACC PARKING LOT. ADMISSION $1.50. SPONSORED BY STUDENT UNION SOCIAL COMMITTEE FOR GRAND PRIX SCHOLARSHIP PUBLIC INVITED.

8:30 pm GRAND PRIX CONCERT, "CONCERT UNDER THE STARS" FEATURING COLLEGE ENTERPRISE BAND. ADMISSION $1.00, PUBLIC INVITED.

SUNDAY, MAY 18

9:30 am TRI-CLASS PROM SUNDAY BRUNCH at the Morris Inn, with the Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, CSC, as speaker. Admission Free with Invitation.

TUESDAY, MAY 20

LAST CLASS DAY

WEDNESDAY, MAY 21

FINAL EXAM BEGIN

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS APARTMENTS

A new concept in student living

TOTAL ELECTRIC LIVING

- Private Patios and Balconies
- Air Conditioning
- Kitchen with Range, Refrigerator and Garbage Disposal
- Cooking Utensils, Dishes, Silverware, etc.
- Wall to Wall Carpeting
- Party Bar
- Soundproof Construction
- Parking for T.V., Phone
- Lighted/Parted Parking Area
- Completely Furnished

APARTMENT LAYOUT

SUMMER APARTMENTS AVAILABLE NOW
NOTRE DAME AVENUE APARTMENTS
-For Rental Information- Call -272-5525
Fortas resigns under fire

WASHINGTON (UP) — Justice Abe Fortas resigned under fire from the Supreme Court yesterday acknowledging he had accepted a $20,000 annual fee from a convicted stock manipulator's foundation but insisting his judicial duties were not compromised.

President Nixon accepted the resignation effective immediately. This ended the possibility of Fortas' impeachment by Congress and gave Nixon the chance to name two new justices who could substantially alter the court's activist legal philosophy under retiring Chief Justice Earl Warren.

In a separate letter to Warren, Fortas confirmed that in January, 1966, three months after he joined the court, he received a $20,000 check as first payment in a long term financial arrangement with the family foundation of financier Louis E. Wolfson, now facing a one-year prison term for violating federal securities regulations.

Fortas said he ended the agreement in June, 1966, because of his heavy court workload and possibility at that point that the Justice Department might prosecute Wolfson on criminal charges. Wolfson was convicted on separate charges in September and October and Fortas said—without explaining the delay—that he returned the $20,000 in December, 1966.

The justice said Wolfson had spoken to him and sent him material about his problems with the Securities and Exchange Commission, "but I have not understood or taken part in any legal, administrative or judicial action affecting Mr. Wolfson or anyone associated with him."

He had only agreed, he said, to help shape the foundation's activities promoting racial and religious cooperation.

"There has been no wrong doing on my part," Fortas said, "there has been no default in the performance of my judicial duties in accordance with the high standards of the office I hold."

While some observers felt that a resignation under fire — unprecedented in the 180-year history of the Supreme Court — might be taken as an admission of guilt, Fortas pleaded innocence and said he was stepping down for the sake of the court.

But there was no sign that the furor would end soon. Although preparations were dropped in the House for the first impeachment of a Supreme Court justice since 1904, there were calls in Congress for an investigation of the Fortas affair by his fellow justices, by a special panel of the American Bar Association or by a federal grand jury.

Senate leaders Mike Mansfield and Everett Dirksen promised that all future presidential appointments would be investigated more intensively. Mansfield furthermore called for public disclosure laws governing the executive and judicial branches no less tough than those adopted by the House and Senate.


The Nau Commission's Report of the Student Life Council Subcommittee on the Student Union is a document of considerable importance, and it is indeed a philosophical and perceptive analysis of those events.

The chronology of events is, at times, cautious and humourous, perhaps betraying the writer of certain sections as being Nau. At one point the report relates that Father McCarragher, tongue-in-cheek, accused the student officers of the University of Notre Dame of 'becoming more and more like the Masons.'

One of my favorite sections of the report is, "The Nau Commission will not, I believe, be the last in the history of the Supreme Court to be called to the bar of the Supreme Court of the United States with a Chart."
SMC faculty dinner honors retirees

Seven retiring Saint Mary's College faculty members with a total of 227 years of service and this year's outstanding professor were honored Wednesday at the annual faculty dinner on the Saint Mary's campus.

Named the outstanding faculty member for 1968-69 was Dr. William A. Hickey, associate professor of biology, for his "eminent contributions to the general development of the college." He was presented the Spes Unicae cash award of $100 by Sister M. Alma, C.S.C., academic dean. The selection was made by the school's academic council.

An authority on the genetics of mosquitos, Hickey has worked extensively with the World Health Organization in projects relating to the insect.

Congressmen to speak

Congressmen William Steiger (Wisconsin), Donald E. Lukens (Ohio), and Marvin Eich (Michigan) will be on campus Wednesday to interview students as part of a fact finding tour investigating the causes of unrest on American college campuses.

According to former Young Republican chairman Mike Kelly, the congressmen will be "on a fact finding tour sponsored by themselves, to find out what's going on on the campuses. They've asked me to arrange a meeting between them and some of the campus activists on the left."

Kelly also stated that any student interested in talking to the congressmen should contact him in 137 Breen-Phillips.

THE GREAT ONE: NEW ORLEANS '69

Four Days of Fun In the Sun October 23 - 26

• STAY AT THE BEAUTIFUL SHERATON DELTA HOTEL
• WATCH THE IRISH DESTROY TULANE IN THE SUGAR BOWL
• ENJOY THE "FUN CITY" OF THE SOUTH

********

COST $135

DEPOSIT $15

Sign-up Tuesday, May 20, 6:30 - 8:00 P.M.

in the Coke Bar of the Student Center

Sorry, Fall reservations Cannot Be Accepted
If the referendum is approved, it will be under the assumption that some stricter controls are placed upon Student Government to prevent the huge amounts of waste, misappropriating and poor planning.

The greatest losses are incurred by the Academic Commission and, usually in great chunks, which points to a poor conception of what programs and events will go over with Notre Dame students. While in the past some decisions involving large expenditures were made by as few as two persons, governing Student Senate director Dennis Clark has said that any spending involving sums of more than $500 will be subject to the approval of the Senate executive board, which includes about 50 people.

During this past year, there were almost no financial controls over Student Government spending, and little contact between the Student Government treasurer and his Union counterparts. Now there are weekly meetings among the various business managers and the treasurer. Also, a semi-annual budget will enable Student Government to cutback during the second semester if there is overspending during the first.

Despite these reforms, there can be no assurance that another debt will not be incurred next year. A professional audit which will take place late in August should give some inkling of how misappropriating can be corrected.

Rather than an actual fee increase, which is permanent, we would rather have seen a one year surtax, so that the fee will revert back to $16 the year after next.

We urge the students that approve the fee increase, with the additional $12,000, to spend exactly and solely for payment of the debt. In addition, and as a requirement and a necessary supplement to approval of the increase, next fall's Student Senate should earmark another significant portion of the $96,000 for payment of the debt, so that the Student Government will be forced to eliminate waste or severely curtail its spending.

Whatever happens, one thing is certain, the debt must be paid and Student Government must learn how to manage students' money.

For the third time in three years the student body will be asked to approve a Student Government activities fee increase. Approval of the referendum would raise the present fee from $16 to $18. We have been told that the additional $12,000 which the two dollar increase will net will be spent toward the alleviation of a $45,000 debt incurred by the Student Government over the past two years.

Last year's approval of a six dollar increase has resulted in a Rosal administration debt of approximately $10,000 which will be paid off depending upon the success of tomorrow's Grand Prix. The entire $45,000 sum is owed to the University, which has always picked up the tab for overspending by the Student Government, in either the form of loans or outstanding debts. We were assured at Monday night's Senate meeting that if a substantial portion of the debt is not eliminated soon, the University will not be willing back up Student Government when it loses money.

When considering the referendum, two questions are essential in making a decision: first, the elimination of the debt itself, and second, the possibility of losing money again next year.

There are two ways to pay the debt: appropriate more money (the case here), or simply severely cut back spending (which will be the method if the referendum fails). A cutback in spending will primarily affect the Academic Commission which received $24,000 last year and still overspent. There have been statements that even if the referendum passes and the $12,000 is applied toward the debt, another $20,000 of this money will still be earmarked for repayment. Whatever the case, the Academic Commission will be fortunate to receive half the funds it was allowed last fall. The probability is that the Social Commission will not be greatly cutback unless the referendum fails.

Thus the situation is, if the referendum fails, all commissions and spending will be curtailed greatly, with the Academic Commission absorbing the brunt. If the referendum passes, spending will be cut in all areas but, certainly not as much.
Soup-lines in the vineyard

by Pat Gaffney

Suppose the phrase "catholic-worker" slipped into an innocent conversation some sunny afternoon. The inquisitive listener would probably find the term remotely familiar, and chances are he would deduce its meaning in one of two directions. First, he'd be led to believe the nuns. The phrase "catholic-worker," he'd discover, was coined by a relative of the Catholic Worker, who'd long ago secretly provided financial support to the movement. Second, the phrase would denote a person involved in "social work," thereby denoting a person involved in a profession aimed at helping the poor and marginalized. This second meaning is most accurate, yet the phrase rarely falls with this latter connotation. The phrase "catholic-worker" is deceptive, for the phrase is most often used to describe a social worker. This usage is a reference to the Catholic Worker, a monthly newspaper founded in 1932 by Peter Maurin and Fr. John Hogan. The Catholic Worker was an influential publication that sought to bridge the gap between the Church and the secular world. It was known for its radical views on social justice and peace, and it played a significant role in the development of the Catholic Worker movement.

Dr. Pleasants’ project was a friendship house which he and another student established in February, 1941. Dr. Pleasants was then working on a masters degree in theology, and his companion, Norbert Nerdzinski, was a Notre Dame undergraduate, just one book report away from his B.A. Inspired by articles in the Worker, and concerned about South Bend’s west side, they decided, without a shred of experience between them to found a house of hospitality. A woman from a Hous in Detroit came down to help them select the proper documentation. They settled on a delapidated dentist’s office on Chapin Street. Twelve rooms, and the rent was $15.00 a month. Other houses around the country offered encouragement, but the initial resources came from their own pockets and their own6own campaigning. Norbert and Julian pooled their supplies, brought in some cots an tables, got some grub, and opened the door to the world.

Men started coming slowly. Many were hobos, coming off the main railroad tracks, and as the word spread around town, the place too came to know the “Peter and James House” as a place to get a bed and a warm meal when you were down there. As the numbers swelled, the food problem began to look squarely in the eye. But it was convivially solved. A manly diet of hot bowls of soup, of one of Fr. John and Norbert put out $15.00 for a crusty model-A, took out the rumble scat and replaced it with a wooden box for hauling cauldrons and 10-gallon milk cans. The car did have a cracked engine block, which meant frequent trips with his faithful trusty old farm wagon, but it made the trip faithfully twice each day. Now and then, Dr. Pleasants recalls, they would drop by St. Mary’s for leftovers. On these occasions, the boarders, connoisseurs of ham, eggs and Mulligan stew never failed to remark on the unexpected delicacy of the house cuisine.

Their plan in the beginning was to follow Peter Maurin’s ideal and make the house multi-purpose; not simply a corporal works depot, but a center of discussion, agitation and counsel. But these two soon found all their energy absorbed in keeping the men fed and the building in one piece. At first, Pleasants and Nerdzinski had the house wide open. Later, after seeing the complications of overcrowding, they were persuaded by a visitor from a Toledo hospital that overcrowding was not the right thing to do. They made the trip faithfully twice each day. Now and then, Dr. Pleasants recalls, they would drop by St. Mary’s for leftovers. On these occasions, the boarders, connoisseurs of ham, eggs and Mulligan stew never failed to remark on the unexpected delicacy of the house cuisine.

Dr. Pleasants and Nerdzinski carried on the operations with no steady help from 1941 until the middle of 1942, when Norbert went into the army, and they took over the place, doing a stock inventory at night for Bend. Times were changing quickly. War time economy had created an abundance of jobs and the hobo traffic dried up. In 1944, Dr. Pleasants’ mother got sick, and Julian felt the call to go home and help his family. A combination of factors led to the closing of the house after three years of service.

All were welcomed at the house, and there was no prerequisite to getting the benefits. You didn’t have to pray, you didn’t have to hear a sermon, you didn’t have to “spill your guts” or even testify. Underlying all the publications in recent years was the conviction that all motives were incredible to most of the men. Pleasants recalls that a number of the men who had had experience with the Salvation Army could perform excellent pietistic routines, and some were fond of wandering from room to room with rosary beads dripping through their fingers. They did have Mass from time to time, and quite an advanced liturgy for its time, but no one was ever coerced to attend.

The city fathers weren’t exactly enthusiastic about the project, and a fair share of them felt that the Catholic circles as well. Then, one day, the late Bishop John Francis Knoll, hardly remembered for his chummy manner, dropped by the house for a visit. He got quite an existential tour. Julian Pleasants noted, for everywhere he went, he was obliged to step over sleeping bodies and push aside scattered furniters just to make a path through the crowd. This delay meant a lag of 1942 when Nerdzinski went into the army, and he even applied to do a collegiate scholar project on farming communes, and some to founding houses of peace. These young radicals went in many directions, some to founding houses, following Cogly, O’Gara, and he even applied to do a collegiate scholar project on farming communes, and some to founding houses of peace. These young radicals went in many directions, some to founding houses, following Cogly, O’Gara, and they settled on a delpidated dentist’s office on Chapin Street.

They picked up the tradition made notable inroads in the early 30’s mainly at the hands of Dr. Pleasants, now conducting research in geriatric nutrition sees a sort of unity.

Dr. Pleasants carried on the operations with no steady help from 1941 until the middle of 1942, when Norbert went into the army, and they took over the place, doing a stock inventory at night for Bend. Times were changing quickly. War time economy had created an abundance of jobs and the hobo traffic dried up. In 1944, Dr. Pleasants’ mother got sick, and Julian felt the call to go home and help his family. A combination of factors led to the closing of the house after three years of service.

All were welcomed at the house, and there was no prerequisite to getting the benefits. You didn’t have to pray, you didn’t have to hear a sermon, you didn’t have to “spill your guts” or even testify. Underlying all the publications in recent years was the conviction that all motives were incredible to most of the men. Pleasants recalls that a number of the men who had had experience with the Salvation Army could perform excellent pietistic routines, and some were fond of wandering from room to room with rosary beads dripping through their fingers. They did have Mass from time to time, and quite an advanced liturgy for its time, but no one was ever coerced to attend.

The city fathers weren’t exactly enthusiastic about the project, and a fair share of them felt that the Catholic circles as well. Then, one day, the late Bishop John Francis Knoll, hardly remembered for his chummy manner, dropped by the house for a visit. He got quite an existential tour. Julian Pleasants noted, for everywhere he went, he was obliged to step over sleeping bodies and push aside scattered furniters just to make a path through the crowd. This delay meant a lag of 1942 when Nerdzinski went into the army, and he even applied to do a collegiate scholar project on farming communes, and some to founding houses of peace. These young radicals went in many directions, some to founding houses, following Cogly, O’Gara, and they settled on a delpidated dentist’s office on Chapin Street.
Sociology survey shows student discontent

By Dave Lammers

A survey conducted by Professor John Koval of the Sociology Department has revealed that many Notre Dame students are dissatisfied and disillusioned with their university.

In seven areas (social, intellectual, cultural, academic, vocational, religious, and moral) the student responded that Notre Dame has not met their expectations.

The study was sponsored by the Academic Affairs Commission of the student government, which is part of a total curriculum evaluation program under way. The total evaluation program is being conducted by a committee of five faculty members, five students, and ten administrators, and will recommend curriculum changes for the fall of 1970. John Hickey, president of the Academic Affairs Commission for this year, is in charge of evaluating the study conducted by Professor Koval.

The survey was given to 546 upperclassmen students chosen randomly from all four colleges in the university.

Only 22% of the students believe that Notre Dame has significantly contributed to their moral and spiritual development, while 70% believe that it is important that the university aid them in the development of their values, moral standards, and commitments in life.

28% of the subjects said that they would not come to Notre Dame if they had the choice over again.

Much criticism was given to the required theology and philosophy courses, the content of the courses and the limitations of the subjects studied in the courses. 57% of the Arts and Letters students responded that they wanted all philosophy courses eliminated, 17% wanted the requirements reduced or the content changed. In theology, 54% wanted the courses eliminated and 14% wanted them reduced.

45% of the students believed the university "should expose students to the teachings of religion other than their own," but only six percent thought that Notre Dame had lived up to this expectation.

Much criticism was directed to the traditional method of teaching Catholic theology. "The students are putting less emphasis on religion and morality as traditionally defined, they are reacting more concerned with infusing them into contemporary issues and problems," Dr. Koval said.

Many students expressed deep dissatisfaction with the social atmosphere at Notre Dame, and only 14% felt that the university had significantly addressed itself to this problem. Koval said "the vast majority of the comments were on the social level. And they didn't talk about just girls and sex, but the lack of a normal relationship, out of classroom and on an informal basis."

One respondent said that "contacts with adults--such as professors outside of the classroom is insufficient." Another said, "It is entirely artificial socially here and a cultural and intellectual vacuum.

Few felt that South Bend contributed to the social or cultural life. This is the middle of 'Nowhere, U.S.A.'" one complained.

Koval emphasized that Notre Dame students are concerned about improving their environment.

Dowdall announces appts.

Student Union Academic Commissioner, Pat Dowdall, announced several major appointments to his staff for next year.

Dowdall has appointed Richard Hunter as SUAC's executive co-ordinator. Appointed as associate commissioners are: Pat Mc Dowdell, Dick Rodwage, Jim Metzer, Greg Munsey, Mike Knapp, and Dowdall.

Dowdall also stated that Rodwage would be the chairman of the Contemporary Arts Festival for next year. The festival will run a series of events throughout the year, and have a major festival in the spring. Emphasis will be on student involvement, with such things as "outdoor theaters, chalk-in, outdoor concerts, and paint-ins."

"There is an excellent possibility," Dowdall said, "that next year there will be a city-wide Contemporary Arts Festival. It would be sponsored by all the colleges in the area, and the South Bend Chamber of Commerce."

Dowdall commented on possible intergation with SMC student service commission.

"My feeling is that it can be very effective and most advantageous to the student body if we work together. Negotiations are being held and details are being worked out."

The only book of its kind!

Practical, authoritative, up-to-date, the comprehensive handbook describes more than 150 colleges and universities; includes complete financial aid and scholarship information for high school and college students and teachers. Easy to use, it shows you exactly how to get the most from every college.

"Should be an invaluable aid to junior high students in the art of studying and travel in other lands." - GEN.TED WILLIAM KENNEDY, Emeritus of Harvard

by John A. Garraty, Walter Adams and Cyril J. T. Harlow

"I know the way home with my eyes closed." - In the middle of a 1956 column, Walter Adams, editor of this paper, wrote about his love of driving and his ability to find his way in the dark. "I know the way home with my eyes closed," he wrote. Through his Caleb Adams Pen, the columnist continues to give advice on money matters. A book of his advice is forthcoming.

"I know the way home with my eyes closed." Then you know the way too well. Because driving on an unfamiliar route can make you dizzy, even when you're rested. Which is why you should turn on your headlights, take a break, and take two NoDoz® Action Aids. They'll help you drive home with your eyes open.

NoDoz Action Aids. No car should be without them.
Dowdall announces SUAC events

By Glen Corso

Pat Dowdall, Student Union Academic Commissioner, announced a tentative list of events which SUAC hopes to hold next year.

SUAC will continue its Distinguished Lecture Series. It will be broken down into three parts: public figures, academic figures, and a University Lecture Series. Invitations will, or have been sent out to the following people for the public figures part of Lecture Series: Senator Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.), William F. Buckley, Editor of the National Review, and noted Economist John Kenneth Galbraith. "We are trying," Dowdall remarked, "to arrange a debate between Buckley and Galbraith."


Dowdall plans to invite several University professors to talk on "several viewpoints." Dowdall plans to talk to Presidential assistant Daniel Moynihan, to try to have him speak on the problem of the urban problem. Dowdall plans to talk to Presidential assistant Daniel P. Moynihan, to try to have him speak on the problem from the viewpoint of Notre Dame. Dowdall hopes to hold next year. They are: Asian Affairs, News Media, Academic Reform, Political Institutions, and Radicalism. Dowdall also feels that the issue of Penal Institutions is another area that has not really been planned yet. Dowdall hopes to hold a conference in the academic year.

We Call it "Livability"

Our idea is to serve you with lunches and dinners you can live with and enjoy day after day. Fine steaks properly broiled and at prices you can live with. Cold and more inter­esting.

Driving Range
Par 3 Golf Course
Miniature Golf Course

OPEN—DAY & NIGHT (weather permitting)
PLAYLAND GOLF CENTER
1715 Lincoln Way East South Bend, Ind.
Phone 288–0033

STEAKHOUSE
1516 N. Ironwood
Just N. of Edison

SUMMER JOBS FOR STUDENTS

Applications now being accepted for summer jobs with major corporation. Students 18 yrs. of age and over wanted to learn marketing, sales promotion, and brand identification during summer period. High level executive management training courses given to qualified applicants. Salary $115 per wk. for first 3 wks. $145 per wk. plus bonuses starting 4th week.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Win one of 15 $1,000 scholarships.

HIGH PAY
Earn at least $1,500 for the summer student—make $3,000 and more.

TRAVEL
Work anywhere in U.S. or in Canada. Qualified students may work overseas.

SEE EUROPE
Win all expense paid holiday in London for an entire week.

Best Positions Going Fast!
Call Today For Appointment
9:00 AM - 1:00 PM

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. Mr. Schmitt A.C. 616 459-6533
MUSKEGON, MICH. Mr. Ashley A.C. 616 722-2454
LANSING, MICH. Miss Olney A.C. 517 372-6313
KALAMAZOO, MICH. Mr. Magoon A.C. 616 381-9780
SOUTH BEND, IND. Mr. Vermillion A.C. 219 289-2429

We have offices located in most cities, however, please contact our district offices listed above for an appointment.
Minorities demand church lands

SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (UPI) - Blacks and Mexican Americans joined yesterday as "brothers" in demanding hundreds of millions of dollars from Christian churches for proposals ranging from the establishment of a black university for dropouts to liquidation of church lands.

James Fierman, head of the Black Economic Development Conference BECD, and Eliette Risco, editor of the newspaper La Raza in California, presented a unified front to delegates of the 181st assembly of the United Presbyterian Church of the U.S.

Risco presented a seven point platform to the Presbyterians which included $250,000 to $500,000 as "seed money" to assist in building a new La Raza plant, plans for the church to liquidate their private holdings in Latin America and distribute the proceeds to the poor, distribution of church-owned land to low-income families and enlisting the aid of other churches to support these demands.

Demonstrators clash with police

(UP) Some 2,000 demonstrators and police clashed with rocks and near gas yesterday in a wild melee which started when police cleared a "people's park" near the University of California campus.

The violence erupted after Dan Siegel, student body president, told a Sproul Plaza rally at Berkeley, "let's go down and take over the park."

At least 29 persons, including five policemen, were injured in the fracas. Early reports indicated some demonstrators were struck by shotgun pellets and a hospital reported seven persons were treated for apparent buckshot wounds. A policeman was reported stabbed and an unmarked police car was overturned.

Apollo crew practice for moon-shot

CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) - America's three Apollo 10 astronauts looped and rolled in supersonic jet planes high above Florida yesterday "to make sure we don't jerk astronauts upshairs" when the blast off toward the moon Sunday.

By flying roller coaster like paths, they created about 30 seconds at a time and felt the force of six times the normal weight of gravity when they pulled out from dives.

Apollo 10 is scheduled to drop into orbit around the moon May 21 and circle it 32 times to perfect lunar navigation techniques and test landing procedures for the Apollo 11 landing mission.

Poher blasts French communications

PARIS (UPI) - Acting President Alain Poher, the middle of the road candidate for president, touched off a new dispute with the Gaullist caretaker cabinet yesterday by accusing the state-run radio and television network of biased political reporting.

In a communiqué from his Elysee palace office Thursday, Poher, who became interim president after Gen. Charles de Gaulle's resignation April 28, called on the National Control Commission to insure fair treatment for all candidates when the presidential campaign opens today.

Honduras students protest Rockefeller

TEGUIGALPA, Honduras (UPI) - Students protesting the official visit of New York Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller tossed a hand grenade into a presidential palace Thursday to protest the governor's official visit.

The violence erupted after Dan Siegel, student body president, told a Sproul Plaza rally at Berkeley, "let's go down and take over the park."

At least 29 persons, including five policemen, were injured in the fracas. Early reports indicated some demonstrators were struck by shotgun pellets and a hospital reported seven persons were treated for apparent buckshot wounds. A policeman was reported stabbed and an unmarked police car was overturned.
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By flying roller coaster like paths, they created about 30 seconds at a time and felt the force of six times the normal weight of gravity when they pulled out from dives.

Apollo 10 is scheduled to drop into orbit around the moon May 21 and circle it 32 times to perfect lunar navigation techniques and test landing procedures for the Apollo 11 landing mission.

Poher blasts French communications

PARIS (UPI) - Acting President Alain Poher, the middle of the road candidate for president, touched off a new dispute with the Gaullist caretaker cabinet yesterday by accusing the state-run radio and television network of biased political reporting.

In a communiqué from his Elysee palace office Thursday, Poher, who became interim president after Gen. Charles de Gaulle's resignation April 28, called on the National Control Commission to insure fair treatment for all candidates when the presidential campaign opens today.
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TEGUIGALPA, Honduras (UPI) - Students protesting the official visit of New York Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller tossed a hand grenade into a presidential palace Thursday to protest the governor's official visit.
I'll try to summarize the main points of the article:

1. The larger question of academic freedom needs to be asked. We feel compelled to write to clarify certain misconceptions connoted in your May 7th article.

2. Many of the ROTC detachments are in order concerning the story.

3. There is serious doubt in our minds as to whether McNamara truly reflects the opinion of the Notre Dame student body.

4. The Editors of the Notre Dame Student Council were quite correct in their analysis.

5. Several ROTC groups are open to students, and we are forced to take courses in other departments. In fact, ROTC courses are open to all students, and we need not be in ROTC.

6. The program of the Non-Violence Committee will offer two more seminars of the section on non-violence next fall.

7. How to get all the "Jekyl"-hounds to "Drive Away". No Cost for these new cars being shipped to most cities.

8. The letter writer states that he, as an individual, has no interest in derailing the professors the people that elected them. Their halls were not being represented.

9. In view of this belief, we were extremely upset by the high-handed parliamentary manipulation of the last two nights, and especially by the chair's refusal to recognize our motion to include the Rooney-Jones bill on the same student referendum as the student fee increase, and the football seating arrangement.

10. In addition to the above, there is an obligation on the part of the Academic Council to review thoroughly with representative members of the community, the curriculum and goals of the accredited courses in ROTC, and only then take action either for or against the proposal of the Faculty Senate.

John L. Zipfick
Kevin Donohue
Ferie Women
Editor: We'd like to clarify certain misconceptions connected in your May 7th article on the South Bend-Notre Dame Women's Liberation Front. The WLF is NOT a tea-party, nor is it a "movement"; it is a mass organization of the students of the University of Notre Dame, for the purpose of enacting the school's Constitution, and for the purpose of making an educational institution.

Let us know that you are interested in purchasing this educational institution.
ND Grand Prix - tomorrow, 1:30

Scenes like these will be repeated this Saturday as Notre Dame's first Grand Prix (go-kart style) gets underway. (Top Left) Car no. 44, representing the Sports Car Club, finished as it began (Top Right) in the 20-lap sprint race last Saturday. (Center) Miss Kay Bajo models the pace car, borrowed from another speedway. (Bottom Right) Rich Meckel and Alumni Hall's car no. 7 have the pole position. (Bottom Left) Someone who wasn't around last week but will be tomorrow is Miss Katherine Virginia (Kit) Field, Miss Indiana.

The race is scheduled to get underway at 1:30 PM on the race course constructed in back of the Athletic and Convocation Center.

At 8:30 PM Saturday night there will be a concert on St. Mary's lake by Holy Cross Hall. In case of rain, it will be moved to the Student Center. Admission is $.75 (singles), $1.00 (couples).

The Start